The Dell Networking Z9500 fabric switch offers the highest density per RU core/aggregation in the networking industry. With higher density comes issues related to dense cabling assemblies, the complexity of which can lead to difficulty in overall maintenance. The Dell Z9500 Cable Management Kit can optimize the Z9500 fabric switch investment by providing a reliable, serviceable and safe cabling solution for complex rack installations.

The Dell Networking Cable Management kit offers a significant improvement to overall cable management by enhancing cabling connections and reducing stress on cables due to excessive bending. The kit is integrated for management of both copper and fiber cabling in 3RU (fiber only) and 5 RU form factor (both copper and fiber) routing assemblies to help foster a clean, reliable setup and help provide maximum savings in operating costs for the life of the Z9500 fabric switch investment.

Key features
- Improved I/O panel to PSU airflow for maximum cooling
- Dual cabling kits based on individual cabling requirements (fiber, and fiber/copper assemblies)
- Reduced cable bending, not violating minimum bend radius
- Facilitated secure cable connectors
- Easy and simple installation

### Physical
- **Width**: 19 inches, 48.26 cm
- **Depth**: 6.5 inches, 16.51 cm
- **RUs**: 3 RU (fiber only)
- **Weight**: 6.95 lbs/3.15 kg (3 RU)
- **Screw holes**: 9 per side (18 total) - 5RU
- **Cable labeling**: Yes
- **Bracket width**: 0.7 inches, 17.8 mm

### Cabling
- **Cable types supported**
  - 40GbE QSFP+, active fiber optic, 10M and 50M
  - 40GbE QSFP+, direct attach cable, for 0.5M, 1M, 3M, 5M, 7M
  - 40GbE to 1GbE RJ45 10/100/1000 copper
  - 40GbE MTP to 4xLC 5M optical breakout cable (optics not included)
- **QSFP+ optics and copper**: Not included
- **Cable lanes**: 24
- **Power requirements**: Passive (no external power)

### Ordering information
- **Global SKUs**
  - 770-BBIK: POS: Dell Networking, Z9500 Cable Mgmt Kit
  - 770-BBJJ: APOS: Dell Networking, Z9500 Cable Mgmt Kit
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Learn More at Dell.com/Networking